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Abstract

Business models are usually used to descri-
be how business entities sustain their competiti-
ve advantage, offer their customers better value 
and create good cooperation with their partners. 
While the literature is rich with best practice 
examples among for-profit business entities, 
nonprofit organizations (NPOs) are rarely ob-
served and compared through the business mo-
del concept. Nonprofit organizations are mostly 
viewed as mission-driven organizations, which is 
why the business side is often rather neglected. 
The success of nonprofit organizations is usu-
ally measured by their impact in the community, 
which makes their activities dynamic and very 
much dependable on their business ecosystem. 
The goal of this paper is to identify specific cha-
racteristics of business models in the nonprofit 

sector, to evaluate how well nonprofit organizati-
ons communicate their value proposition to their 
customers, what distinguishes them from other 
nonprofits and what they are doing to develop a 
successful and sustainable organization. The em-
pirical study covers ten Croatian nonprofit orga-
nizations. The business model canvas is used to 
describe and compare their business models. The 
findings represent a good basis for understanding 
the performance of nonprofit organization, and 
can serve as a framework for specific policies 
and programs aimed at development of nonprofit 
organizations.

Keywords: business models, nonprofit orga-
nizations, social mission, value proposition, case 
study

1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of nonprofit organi-

zations for the development of society is 
unquestionable. Focusing on the mission 

helps them address social issues, which 
the institutions responsible for solving 
them do not know how to tackle or can-
not tackle. However, what is questionable 
is the sustainability of their ideas, values 
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and missions. Alfirević et al. (2014) argue 
that, from the aspect of funders, it is very 
important to know how successful an or-
ganization is in accomplishing goals, with 
the resources provided, which creates a 
need for efficiency ranking of nonprofits. 
Their performance is, usually, quite dif-
ferent from the standard economic per-
formance of the companies – they rarely 
have the access to equity capital, they do 
not distribute resources to owners and 
they lack the systematic knowledge on 
the organizational effects of incorporat-
ing business practices into NPO’s day-
to-day performance (Helmig et.al, 2004; 
Suykens et.al, 2018).

In most countries, including Croatia, 
economic activity of nonprofit organiza-
tions is legally regulated, i.e. nonprofit 
organizations offer their products/services 
to the market. However, many nonprofit 
organizations in Croatia are still focusing 
on donations, sponsorships or different 
types of tenders, due to a lack of trans-
parency and clear explanations of op-
portunities for economic activity. The is-
sue of sustainability and dependence on 
different external sources of funding are 
obstacles for accomplishing the goals in 
almost all nonprofit organizations, as well 
as the most common reason for chang-
ing the business concept. Reluctance to 
adopt profit-oriented practices is par-
ticularly visible in marketing operations. 
Many nonprofit organizations tend to 
have an “organization-centred” mind-
set (as opposed to “customer-centred”), 
when it comes to marketing activities, 
carried out to support the funding seg-
ment. According to the study, conducted 
by Dolnicar and Lazarevski (2009), ma-
jority of marketing staff in nonprofit or-
ganizations are not trained, which results 
in marketing activities that do not include 
market research, or do not incorporate 

strategic marketing procedures, and 
are predominantly promotional in na-
ture. Similar conclusions can be derived 
about nonprofit organizations in Croatia. 
Najev Čačija (2016) provided empirical 
evidence that highlights the need for the 
strategic marketing approach and imple-
mentation of the processes that will en-
sure continuous improvements, based on 
the organizational feedback and learning 
mechanisms. 

Although the very term “business 
models” is almost completely unknown 
to nonprofit organizations, many of them, 
just like for-profit organizations, base their 
operations on business models, through 
which, the values they advocate and the 
resources they possess are directed to-
wards achieving the organization’s goals. 
The topic of business models of nonprofit 
organizations is an almost completely sci-
entifically unexplored area. This paper 
seeks to answer two research questions: 
a) to what degree is the business model
canvas, which is most commonly applied 
to for-profit organizations (developed by 
Osterwalder, Pigneur and Tucci, 2005) 
also applicable to nonprofit organizations 
and b) which parts of the business model 
should be adapted to the specifics of non-
profit organizations. The paper is struc-
tured in three parts. The first part consists 
of a literature review related to business 
models in general and business models of 
nonprofit organizations. The second, em-
pirical part, critically analyses data ob-
tained through in-depth research of ten 
nonprofit organizations from Croatia. In 
the third and final part, an overview of 
trends with which nonprofit organizations 
are and will be faced in the future, and in 
the conclusion answers to research ques-
tions, as well as implications for future re-
search are given. 
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2. THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK OF BUSINESS
MODELS
The concept of a business model is not

new, but it still lacks theoretical grounding 
in economics, or in business studies (Teece, 
2010). The first definitions of the term can 
be found in the work of Konczal (1975), 
who provided the very first indication of 
the concept. After this study, only occa-
sional usage of the term and concept can be 
found in the literature (Wirtz, 2011). The 
first attempts at formulating the concept, 
usually related to the technological and in-
novation orientation were developed in the 
period between 1997 and 2002, by a num-
ber of authors (Treacy and Wiersema, 1997; 
Timmers, 1998, Wirtz and Kleineicken, 
2000; Hamel, 2000; Eriksson and Penker, 
2000; Amit and Zott, 2001; Magretta, 2002; 
Hedman and Kalling, 2003). In that period, 
through “several critical articles” (Wirtz, 
2011,p. 7) the firsts concepts of the business 
model have been developed. The business 
models were seen as “the interaction of op-
erating processes, management systems, or-
ganizational structures and corporate cul-
ture” (Treacy and Wieserma, 1997, p. 10) 
and “stories that explain how enterprises 
work” (Magretta, 2002). The business mod-
el concept and the definition were strongly 
connected with strategic management and 
observed as “causally related components”. 
Although thoroughly analyzed, the term 
and the concept of a business model are still 
relatively poorly understood (Linder and 
Cantrell, 2000). In literature, authors tend to 
use terms “strategy” and “business model” 
interchangeably (Magretta, 2002). While 
strategy includes execution and implemen-
tation, a business model is more about how 
a business works as a system. Osterwalder 
et al. (2005) claim that the topic of busi-
ness models is often discussed superficially, 
without understanding of its roots, its role, 

and particularly its potential. The main role 
of the business model is to find and design a 
promising business concept (Osterwalder et 
al., 2005).

Hedman and Kalling (2003) developed 
a business model that started at the prod-
uct market level – customers, competi-
tors, offering, activities and organization, 
resources and factor and production input 
suppliers. They concluded that the model 
can be completed only with the introduction 
of managerial and organizational processes 
that should highlight cognitive, cultural, 
learning and political constraints. Afuah 
and Tucci (2003, p. 3) defined a business 
model through the firm’s performance, 
where it stands for “the methods by which a 
firm builds and uses its resources to offer its 
customers better value than its competitors 
and to make money doing so”. A business 
model enables the firm to obtain sustainable 
competitive advantage and can be “con-
ceptualized as a system that is made up of 
components, linkages between the compo-
nents and dynamics” (Afuah and Tucci, 
2003). A business model is “a conceptual 
tool containing a set of objects, concepts 
and their relationships with the objective 
to express the business logic of a specific 
firm” (Osterwalder et al., 2005). The con-
cept and the definition of a business model 
have evolved in course of the last ten years 
and the results have yielded a generic ap-
proach and synthesis of the existent litera-
ture (Wirtz, 2011). Afuah and Tucci (2003) 
conclude that business models consist of 
customer value, design scope, price setting, 
revenue sources, connected activities, im-
plementation, capabilities and sustainabil-
ity. The performance of the firm’s business 
model will be strongly influenced by ICT 
and environment.  
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According to Osterwalder et al. (2005), 
the business model “serves as a building 
plan that allows designing and realizing the 
business structure and systems that consti-
tute the company’s operational and physi-
cal form”. Since business models are sub-
ject to external pressure, there is a need for 
their constant change and adaptation. The 
main role of the business model is to help 
managers “to capture, understand, com-
municate, design, analyse and change the 
business logic of the firm” (Osterwalder et 
al., 2005). According to Linder and Cantrell 
(2000), the business model concept is usu-
ally not clearly communicated. This is the 

main reason why generic and shared con-
cepts for describing business models be-
came necessary. Teece (2010) concludes 
that criteria that enable evaluation of a busi-
ness model must be identical across sectors. 
Considering the place of business models in 
economic theory, Williamson (1980) finds it 
an important interdisciplinary topic. A busi-
ness model has to articulate the logic, data 
and other evidence that support the value 
a company offers to its customers (Teece, 
2010).  Research of business models has 
yielded several solutions that could explain 
business models in different companies.

Table 1. Elements of the business model according to different authors

Author/s Elements of the business model

Treacy and Wieserma (1997)
Operating processes, management systems, organizational structures, 
corporate culture, customer value, customer benefit, infrastructure, 
environment

Timmers (1998) Products, services and information flows, description of various business 
actors and their roles, potential benefits, sources of revenues

Hamel (2000) Core strategy, strategic resources, customer interface, value network

Rayport and Jaworski (2001) Value proposition, marketplace offering, resource system and financial 
model

Hedman and Kalling (2002) Customers, competitors, offering, activities and organization, resources, 
factor and production inputs, suppliers and managerial processes

Osterwalder, Pigneur and Tucci 
(2005)

4 pillars: product, customer interface, infrastructure management and 
financial aspects elaborated in 9 building blocks

Johnson, Christensen and 
Kagermann (2008)

Customer value proposition, profit formula, key resources and key 
processes

Source: Adapted from Wirtz, B. (2011) Business model management, Design–Instruments-Success 
Factors, Gabler, Wiesbaden

Different views and proposed definitions 
of business models enable better understand-
ing of the phenomenon, but limit the possi-
bility of comparison and evaluation of their 
effectiveness. According to Osterwalder et 
al. (2005), the mail goal is should be to un-
derstand and share, to analyze, to manage 
and patent the business model. Building 
upon pillars that were grounded in previous 

research results, Osterwalder et al. (2005) 
developed a business model canvas that con-
sists of 9 building blocks. This canvas pro-
vides a necessary basis for comparison of 
different business models across industries, 
and is widely accepted as the model that cap-
tures all data needed for describing the way 
a company is competing on the market and 
captures the value.
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Table 2. Nine business model elements

Business model building block Description

Value Proposition Provides a complete overview of all products and services of the 
company and value that company offers to its customers

Target Customer Depicts  the segments of customers a company wants to offer value to

Distribution Channel Describes the ways in which company gets  in touch with its customers

Customer Relationship Explains the connection between the company and its customer segments

Key Activities Explains the way in which resources and activities are connected

Key Resources Defines the competencies necessary to execute the company’s business 
model

Key Partners Portrays the network of cooperative agreements with other companies 
necessary to efficiency offer and commercialize value

Cost Structure Sums up the monetary consequences of the means employed in the 
business model

Revenue Model Describes the way a company makes money through a variety of revenue 
flows

Source: Osterwalder et al. (2005) and Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010)

3. MARKET ORIENTATION
AND BUSINESS MODELS OF
NPOS
Two types of organizations create the

boundaries of the corporate landscape. On 
the one side of the spectrum, profit-oriented 
companies exist, with the purpose of maxi-
mizing shareholder value (in most cases, 
by maximizing companies’ profits). On the 
other side, nonprofit organizations are set 
to achieve social and environmental ob-
jectives. Presented in this way, nonprofit 
organizations appear to be the antipode to 
profit-oriented businesses. However, this 
perspective may be misleading, since for-
profit and nonprofit organizations may 
share more similarities than the above-
mentioned description implies. Maiere et al. 
(2016) argue that the phenomenon of NPOs 
becoming business-like has been analyzed 
in the academic literature since the 1980s. 
The notion of being business-like includes 
three dimensions: business-like rhetoric 
(e.g. narratives, visual communication), 
business-like organization of NPO’s core 
and support processes (e.g. changes in the 

NPO’s governance structure to be more 
similar to the corporate model or becoming 
market-oriented in building relationships 
with stakeholders), and business-like goals 
(e.g. setting their goals in monetary terms 
or increasingly relying on sales revenues). 
Reasons for NPOs becoming business-like 
are visible on the organizational level, as 
well as in the context of the organization’s 
environment. Examples of organizational 
factors that serve as an incentive to NPOs 
to operate in a business-like manner are 
board characteristics, organizational culture 
and field of activity, while environmen-
tal factors can be found primarily in civic, 
economic and political conditions the NPOs 
operate within. 

However, not all scholars have a posi-
tive attitude towards introducing business 
practices into the  nonprofits (Eikenberry 
and Kluver, 2004). At the core of their argu-
ment lies the fact that market-oriented mod-
els place little or no value on democratic 
ideals, such as fairness and justice, which 
may hinder the potential of nonprofit organ-
izations to create and maintain a strong civil 
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society. As a result, nonprofit organizations 
are switching their focus from long-term 
issues (such as addressing a specific social 
problem, serving a particular social group 
or promoting minority rights) to short-term 
goals, such as generating commercial rev-
enues, addressing competition or managing 
risk. Eikenberry and Kluver (2004) advise 
that nonprofit organizations should primari-
ly keep their role of social service providers 
and builders of social capital, regardless of 
(predominantly financial) benefits of a mar-
ket-oriented approach. Sargeant and Shang 
(2010) confirm that nonprofits should posi-
tion themselves as organizations that follow 
their vision and mission, rather than focus 
solely on financial measures, since donors 
and partners are actually interested in what 
organization can accomplish and how it can 
contribute to the society. 

Studies of business models in the 
nonprofit sector are scant. Research that 
touches on nonprofit business models 
aims to illuminate some of the complexi-
ties and idiosyncrasies that surround the 
ways nonprofit organizations operate and 
create value, rather than to propose a com-
prehensive framework for analyzing their 
business models. Empirical study on the 
nonprofit business model was conducted 
within the media industry – more specifi-
cally, within the periodicals publishing seg-
ment, in which nonprofits make up a large 
share (Maguire, 2009). The results suggest 
that aiming to find a single nonprofit busi-
ness model may be a futile attempt, since 
multiple available business models can be 
found, even within a relatively narrow seg-
ment of nonprofit periodical publishers. 
Almost each aspect of the nonprofit busi-
ness model has been placed under scrutiny 
from customers, donors, competitors and 
other stakeholders, which puts additional 
pressure on nonprofits to sustain stability 
in their operations and find the optimal mix 

of revenue streams. Wolff and Schlesinger 
(1998) looked at differences in hospital care 
services, provided by for-profit and non-
profit hospitals, under the different levels 
of competition. Their study showed that, in 
times of increased competition, nonprofit 
hospitals were more willing to admit un-
insured patients and act in line with their 
social responsibility, but the sustainability 
of their operations was endangered by the 
high cost of care. On the other hand, for-
profit hospitals were less sensitive to cost of 
care, but also provided less access to hospi-
tal care for those who were underinsured. 
The implication of these and similar stud-
ies point to the existence of internal factors 
(related to, for example, cost and risk man-
agement) and external factors (e.g. competi-
tion, government regulations) that put non-
profit organizations in trade-off situations, 
in which they have to choose between ful-
filling their social purpose and acting in ac-
cordance with economic interests.  

From the entrepreneurship perspective, 
nonprofit organizations serve an important 
role in national, as well as global economy. 
Morris et al. (2011) explored the entrepre-
neurial orientation in the nonprofit sector 
and found that social purpose leads to a set 
of processes and outcomes that are more 
complex and multifaceted than those in 
for-profit organizations. Entrepreneurial be-
havior of nonprofits incorporates the same 
dimensions as in for-profit context (i.e. in-
novativeness, proactiveness and risk tak-
ing), but it should be examined from both 
perspectives: social or mission-centric, as 
well as commercial or financial.

4. METHODOLOGY
Empirical part of the study is based on

a research design, adapted from a multiple-
case deductive study (Dul and Hak, 2008) 
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that incorporates a comparison of busi-
ness model components (Osterwalder and 
Pigneur, 2010), in order to identify com-
mon or divergent patterns. A group of ten 
nonprofit organizations was selected as a 
convenient sample, representing the popu-
lation of nonprofit organizations in Croatia. 
The selection of nonprofit organizations 
was based on a number of criteria. First, to 
ensure that the organization has reached an 
adequate level of stability and maturity in 
their structure and operations, the minimum 
age acceptable for this study was set to four 
years. Second, to increase the heterogeneity 

of the sample, the preselected organizations 
had to be devoted to serving distinct social 
groups or subjects (e.g. minorities, youth, 
people with certain disabilities, children 
without parental care, small and medium-
sized businesses, abandoned animals, etc.) 
and have a different reach, ranging from 
local to national. Third, the organizations 
had to vary in terms of size (measured in 
number of employees) and age. Finally, the 
organizations had to be geographically dis-
persed. General information about nonprofit 
organizations included in the study is given 
in Table 3.

Table 3. Sample characteristics

Case Mission/vision Number of 
employees

Years in 
operation

A To improve and enhance the quality of life in eastern Croatia. 5 12

B
To provide temporary shelter and medical care for rescued dogs for the 
purpose of finding them permanent new homes, to educate about and to 
promote animal rights and protection, as well as vegan lifestyle.

10 10

C To help young people improve the quality of life, find opportunities and 
make informed choices. 9 21

D
To build and promote a networked platform of creative industries 
stakeholders and to improve scientific research in social and humanistic 
sciences.

0 5

E To build a society grounded in peace culture. 7 27

F
To offer psychosocial help to children, young people and their parents 
through creative, educational and therapeutic content in order to improve 
the quality of their lives.

1 4

G To support children and young people in learning life skills necessary for 
personal development and independent life. 23 18

H

To promote sustainable social, economic, cultural and environmental 
empowerment and community building, actively respond to the needs of 
citizens, and in particular provide support to socially vulnerable groups 
that includes the social life of the local community.

7 26

I To inspire and stimulate active enrollment of citizens in the development 
of volunteerism and civil society. 7 13

J
To influence the public and political environment and promote the role of 
entrepreneurship and the sector of small and medium-sized companies in 
development of the Croatian economy.

2 18
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The data collection process included 
semi-structured interviews with managers 
and leaders of ten nonprofit organizations 
operating in Croatia. To reduce the influ-
ence of personal biases of researchers, the 
interview structure was based on previous 
studies on business models, the interviews 
were recorded and subsequently transcribed 
and analyzed by each author. To reduce in-
terviewer interference during the conversa-
tion, most of the questions were open-ended 
and required a comprehensive response 
(e.g. “What resources are fundamental for 
the service that you provide?” and “How 
do you ensure the sustainability of your ac-
tivities?”). Each interview lasted between 
60 and 120 minutes. In addition to primary 
data, the analysis included information col-
lected from official web sites and formal re-
ports of the selected NPOs.    

The analysis started with a comparison 
of business model components across cases 
(first conducted individually by each author 
and then collectively), followed by aggrega-
tion of similarities and differences among 
preselected organizations. 

5. ANALYSIS OF NPO
BUSINESS MODELS IN
CROATIA
A minority of interviewees were famil-

iar with the term “business model” (only 
one interviewee was conceptually famil-
iar with the Osterwalder and Pigneur’s 
framework for assessing business mod-
els), yet they were all able to describe the 
components of what they perceive as the 
business model of their nonprofit organi-
zation. The first section of the interview 
included questions about trends that have 
influenced the organization on a strategic, 
as well as on operational level. Weak gov-
ernment regulations related to the status of 

nonprofit organizations, coupled with the 
failure to comply with the law are threats, 
which are, to a different extent, present in 
all interviewed organizations. In line with 
that, NPO leaders have identified a lack 
of understanding and transparency, com-
ing from supporting governmental institu-
tions, as well as an increase in administra-
tive burden that forces NPOs to devote too 
much of their resources to administrative 
work, as opposed to fulfilling their mission. 
Furthermore, nonprofits that rely heavily on 
projects to fund their operations have men-
tioned a decline in government funding as 
a big threat to their existence. To overcome 
this obstacle, NPOs either modify their mis-
sion to make a better candidate in compet-
ing for EU and national funding, or switch 
to a more business-like approach that some-
times makes them compromise the role of 
social service provider. Case I, which oper-
ates as a volunteering centre, has highlight-
ed the fact that the popularization of the 
term “voluntarism” has led to an increase 
in programs that offer such opportunities. 
Ultimately, this has strengthened the com-
petition in applying for funding and made 
them consider changing their mission and 
vision, in order to survive.   

In terms of value proposition, nonprofit 
organizations offer a relatively small num-
ber of distinct products and services (e.g. 
counselling, education programs and work-
shops), and they are project-related in many 
cases (implying that, once the project is 
over, service offer may not continue). Not 
all NPOs have registered commercial ac-
tivities (selling products and services, with 
the aim of generating revenue). Moreover, 
some of them are intentionally trying to 
avoid commercial activities, by offering 
their products in exchange for donations. 
One of the reasons for hesitating to “turn 
commercial” may be the belief that com-
mercial activities will distract them to fulfill 
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their social mission, due to consuming too 
many of their resources. 

Target customers and key partners are 
business model components that sometimes 
overlap. Two NPOs from the sample per-
ceive their donors as both customers and 
partners (Case A, a foundation, and Case 
J, a think-tank). However, they are not the 
only ones who actually have donors as their 
customers, but are the only one who think 
of them in that way. Others perceive donors 
as partners (not the buyers of their prod-
uct or service), and target group as their 
customers (consumers of their products or 
services). Besides, only NPOs with a large 
target group are likely to divide their cus-
tomers in segments. 

Other business model components, in 
which NPOs demonstrate different practices 
are the revenue model and the cost struc-
ture. On the one hand, some NPOs rely al-
most solely on donations and project fund-
ing. In most cases, the higher the portion of 
funds coming from projects, the higher the 
portion of variable costs. On the other hand, 
some NPOs are using their commercial ac-
tivities as the main source of funding (more 
than 50% of financial resources generated 
by selling their products and services) and 
their business models are overall closer to 
business models of social enterprises and 
profit-oriented companies. 

Similarities among NPOs can be found 
in the following domains. All NPOs have 
highlighted that personalized relationships 
and direct contact with partners and cus-
tomers represent the only possible approach 
to doing business. Furthermore, human cap-
ital is mentioned as the most important re-
source in every NPO. In addition to people, 
their expertise and networks, nearly half of 
the sample has nominated financial resourc-
es to be crucial for sustainability of their 
business model. Finally, reputation and full 

transparency of every activity also contrib-
ute to the success of several NPOs.

6. IDENTIFYING AND
OVERCOMING
CHALLENGES OF
ESTABLISHING A 
SUSTAINABLE NPO
BUSINESS MODEL
The need for a shift in performance

of nonprofit organizations is more visible 
than ever. The growing changes in tech-
nology, values and demands require a new 
approach from NPOs in managing their or-
ganizations and in leading and managing 
social change. Although nonprofit organi-
zations are mostly shaped by their mission 
and the needs of their stakeholders, the cur-
rent and upcoming trends will substantially 
change the way they achieve their impact. 
Hartnett and Matan (2015) state several is-
sues that NPOs must consider if they want 
not only to survive, but rather to have a 
more significant social engagement. First of 
all, substantial change in leadership is nec-
essary, among both executives and board 
members of organizations since leaders 
with an authoritative approach will not be 
as successful in the future as they were in 
the past.  Millennials, as a new and the larg-
est generation in a workforce, want a sense 
of purpose in their work and nonprofits 
might be just the perfect place for them to 
achieve that. However, the leaders of the fu-
ture will have to become even more flexible 
then they have been. They need to inspire, 
build a participatory and flexible surround-
ing and create passion among all of their 
followers. On the other hand, board roles 
should also be significantly reconsidered. 
A board member should be more than just 
a standing committee, they should be more 
engaged and more focused on their own 
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accomplishments and impact within the 
organization (Hartnett and Matan, 2015). 
Croatian NPOs have yet to answer this 
challenge. As seen in the analysis, human 
capital is the most important resource in 
every NPO. Their performance depends on 
the expertise of employees, volunteers and 
board members. Although NPOs are aware 
of the generational shift in workforce, most 
of them think that a nonprofit organization 
for Croatian youth is still not an attrac-
tive workplace (due to insecurity, percep-
tion about the low income and inability for 
job promotions). Also, although the board 
members in most NPOs are the main deci-
sion makers, their know-how is far less uti-
lised than their know-who. However, NPOs 
are aware of their potential and are striving 
to involve them to a greater extent in their 
future performance and activities. 

NPOs are a catalyst of social change 
and they usually have practical and creative 
solutions to many social problems. Still, 
the biggest challenge most of them have is 
lack of resources, especially financial, and 
thus their inability to develop sustainable 
performance. In order to reduce this bar-
rier, Hartnett and Matan (2015) suggest for 
NPOs to move from traditional funding and 
donor retention. Instead, they should em-
brace new funding sources that started to 
have serious effect on fundraising efforts: 
a) social media – with its affordable means
of connecting citizen philanthropists and 
engaging them with the work of the non-
profit; b) crowdfunding – a way for NPOs 
to effectively manage the opportunity to 
connect with individual donors and gener-
ate a buzz across a vast audience; c) virtual 
initiatives – adding a virtual component to 
a traditional event (e.g. virtual ad journal) 
– an opportunity for conscious NPOs to use
anything but paper to display good will and 
congratulatory ads; d) reverse auctions – 
items do not go to the winning bidder but 

rather are purchased on behalf of the organ-
ization thus helping NPOs quickly generate 
cash for much needed supplies; e) corpo-
rate support – to get and keep the attention 
of corporate donors NPO leaders will have 
to do a much better job in demonstrating 
and documenting their economic and social 
impact while offering concrete evidence 
that they are meeting the society’s needs. 
Croatian NPOs are aware of the need to 
move beyond donations and project fund-
ing. However, most of them do not want to 
engage in any commercial activities since 
they think it might significantly shift their 
attention from their social mission. Thus, 
suggested funding sources actually might 
be a good start for nonprofits to promote 
their social value without losing themselves 
in the attempts to maintain organizational 
sustainability. 

In order to be efficient and success-
ful NPOs need to improve strategic and 
operational aspects of their performance. 
Hartnett and Matan (2015) argue that be-
side moving from old-fashioned ways of 
raising money towards selling their prod-
ucts and/or services or embracing new 
sources of funding they need to team up 
with others on a similar path with closely 
related goals (working together with gov-
ernment, donors, academic and other sup-
porters on achieving mutually beneficial 
results). According to Smith and Phillips 
(2016), that requires nonprofits to develop 
business models responsive to heightened 
expectations on transparency and account-
ability. This, however, is not an easy task 
for nonprofits as they, according to the au-
thors, face difficulty in creating collabora-
tive relationships due to a lack of resourc-
es and/or personal negotiation skills. 

New technology actually brings many 
new opportunities for nonprofits. Because 
of their social mission, NPOs are not as 
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prone to marketing activities as profit or-
ganizations are. However, new technol-
ogy is enabling easier and quicker access 
towards their shareholders, via interest-
ing, inexpensive and efficient platforms 
(blogs, social media, YouTube, etc.). E.g., 
a video shared on social networks generates 
1200% more shares than text and images 
combined, while viewers retain 95% of 
the message, when watching a video, com-
pared to 10%, when reading a text message 
(Ibrišević, 2018). Croatian NPOs do not use 
technology to such an extent and still con-
sider individualized personal approach as 
the most transparent and most efficient way 
of communicating their social value.

The current way of living and work-
ing had a major impact on what seemed 
to be the most stable component of non-
profit performance – engaging volunteers. 
Hartnett and Matan (2015) show two sides 
of the coin. On the one hand, volunteers 
have become more demanding that NPOs 
show effectiveness, legitimacy, trustwor-
thiness and integrity. On the other hand, 
time has become a scarce resource and 
many potential volunteers find themselves 
trying to balance between high-pressured 
jobs and having a good quality of their 
private life. Nonprofits, according to these 
authors, need to be much more strategic in 
order to make volunteerism more relevant, 
meaningful and fun for future generations 
of volunteers. 

The challenges, changes and trends 
should not be taken for granted. NPOs 
should approach them strategically and con-
sistently. Given the growing emphasis on 
the importance of socially responsible be-
havior of all actors of society, the nonprofit 
sector will become an even more important 
mediator in maintaining social development 
and achieving a positive social impact for 
their communities. 

7. CONCLUSION AND
IMPLICATIONS
In line with previous research, this study

has confirmed the heterogeneous nature 
of the non-profit sector. Making simplistic 
generalizations about its business models 
may be a dangerous venture and not nec-
essarily lead to a greater understanding of 
the field. While the business model frame-
work reflects the way a company generates 
revenues, financial results are not the only 
desirable outcome, nor the most important 
goal that NPOs want to achieve. Therefore, 
the business model concept should reflect 
those characteristics of NPOs that are rep-
resentative of most or all nonprofits. On a 
higher level, the primary concern of NPOs 
is the influence they are achieving in a local 
community or broader society. The focus is 
not on the profits, but rather on social or en-
vironmental benefits. Thus, the main indica-
tors used for assessing success of NPOs are 
measuring their influence, not the financial 
results. 

This study has applied qualitative re-
search design to assess the applicability of 
the main components of the business model 
framework to nonprofit organizations. As a 
result, authors provide suggestions for con-
ceptual modification of the business model 
framework that was initially developed for 
for-profit businesses. Findings point to sev-
eral specifics of NPOs’ business models. 
First, the landscape of stakeholders, with 
a high interest in NPOs’ operations and a 
high influence on NPOs’ overall success, 
is different from the for-profit business 
landscape. In addition to customers/target 
groups and key partners, a new component 
of business model is the relationship with 
donors who can be, in case of many non-
profit organizations, regarded as customers 
(buyers of a service or a product provided 
by the NPO) and partners (important source 
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of funding). Second, depending on the pre-
dominant source of funding and predict-
ability of cash inflows, NPOs have differ-
ent cost structures. Those with predictable 
funding streams have, on average, a higher 
portion of variable costs. Finally, results 
point to some similarities, present across 
all NPOs in the sample. Human and social 
capital is recognized as the most important 
resource of all NPOs in the study, with a 
special emphasis on the network of rela-
tionships. Personal approach is perceived 
as the best way to reach customers, partners 
and donors. Finally, transparency is a highly 
valued virtue and several NPOs described it 
as the foundation for creating competitive 
advantage.

The main weakness of the research 
method, applied in this study, is its limited 
potential for generalization of the findings. 
However, the study points to new research 
questions that direct the focus of prospec-
tive studies. First, nonprofits are building 
their financial plans in two different ways. 
Organizations that strategically approach 
their donors and tenders are completely 
mission-driven, while the other group op-
portunistically follows the sources of fi-
nance and it is ready to step out from the 
mission and vision area (they are describ-
ing their approach as creative toward ten-
ders and donors). Second, attitudes toward 
incorporating commercial activities in the 
business model (selling products and ser-
vices and competing with for-profit and 
other nonprofit organizations) are quite 
diverse and make a significant influence 
on the revenue stream and business model 
overall. Larger samples may help increase 
our understanding of the main drivers that 
direct decisions of NPO leaders in this 
regard. 
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ANALIZA POSLOVNIH MODELA NEPROFITNIH 
ORGANIZACIJA

Sažetak
Poslovni modeli se obično koriste za opis kako poslovni subjekti održavaju svoju konkurentsku 

prednost, pružaju kupcima veću vrijednost i ustrojavaju bolju suradnju s poslovnim partnerima. Dok 
postoji bogata literatura o primjerima najbolje prakse za profitne subjekte, neprofitne se organizacije 
rijetko promatraju i uspoređuju korištenjem koncepta poslovnog modela. Neprofitne se organizacije 
uglavnom analiziraju kao vođene misijom, zbog čega je njihova poslovna strana uglavnom zanemare-
na. Uspjeh neprofitnih organizacije obično se mjeri njihovim utjecajem u zajednici, što čini djelovanje 
istih dinamičnim i veoma ovisnim o poslovnom ekosustavu. Cilj je ovog rada utvrditi specifičnosti 
poslovnih modela u neprofitnom sektoru, kako bi se utvrdilo koliko dobro neprofitne organizacije ko-
municiraju kupcima (korisnicima) svoju ponudu vrijednosti, što ih razlikuje od drugih organizacija i 
što rade, s ciljem razvoja uspješne i održive organizacije. U empirijskoj se studiji analizira 10 hrvatskih 
neprofitnih organizacija. Za opis i usporedbu njihovih poslovnih modela koristi se koncepcija platna 
poslovnog modela. Rezultati predstavljaju dobru osnovu za razumijevanje učinka neprofitnih organi-
zacija te mogu poslužiti kao okvir za donošenje specifičnih politika i programa, namijenjenih razvoju 
neprofitnih organizacija.

Ključne riječi: poslovni modeli, neprofitne organizacije, društvena misija, ponuda vrijednosti, stu-
dija slučaja




